Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book 2013
A comprehensive guide to making better capital structure and corporate financing decisions in today's dynamic business environment Given the dramatic changes that have recently occurred in the economy, the topic of capital structure and corporate financing decisions is critically important. The fact is that firms need to constantly revisit their portfolio of debt, equity, and hybrid securities to finance assets, operations, and future growth. Capital Structure and Corporate
Financing Decisions provides an in-depth examination of critical capital structure topics, including discussions of basic capital structure components, key theories and practices, and practical application in an increasingly complex corporate world. Throughout, the book emphasizes how a sound capital structure simultaneously minimizes the firm's cost of capital and maximizes the value to shareholders. Offers a strategic focus that allows you to understand how financing
decisions relates to a firm's overall corporate policy Consists of contributed chapters from both academics and experienced professionals, offering a variety of perspectives and a rich interplay of ideas Contains information from survey research describing actual financial practices of firms This valuable resource takes a practical approach to capital structure by discussing why various theories make sense and how firms use them to solve problems and create wealth. In the
wake of the recent financial crisis, the insights found here are essential to excelling in today's volatile business environment.
Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book 2015 provides a broad overview of topics relating to financially distressed companies. It is intended to be an easy reference with respect to issues for the management of a company finding itself in financial distress, a vendor or other creditor trying to manage its exposure or understand a bankruptcy process, or a nonbankruptcy lawyer needing a description of the legal concepts relevant to distressed companies. The book
provides answers detailed enough to provide a working understanding of concepts, and relevant statutory and case law cites to facilitate any necessary further reading. Examples and practice tips help illustrate concepts and provide practical guidance. Topics discussed in Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book 2015 include: The roles and fiduciary duties of directors and management in distress situations; Rights and limitations of creditors in dealing with companies
in distress and in bankruptcy; Concepts and considerations relating to out-of-court restructurings; Cross-border reorganizations and issues in international restructurings; Key concepts in U.S. bankruptcy cases; illustrative timelines to help guide strategic planning; and Practice and cautionary tips to provide guidance on issues such as how to recognize financial distress, when the securities laws might require disclosure, and what actions a creditor may take to protect its rights
or limit its exposure."
Explaining the real-world of mergers, acquisitions, and restructuring based on his own academic knowledge and experience, Donald DePamphilis shows how deals are done, rather than just explaining the theory behind them.
Corporate Financial Distress and Bankruptcy has moved into a public domain due to the recent global financial crisis that witnessed failures of many corporations that were rescued by the government. This survey will highlight the resolution mechanisms for corporate financial distress and bankruptcy not only in the private domain but also in the public domain and will use corporate finance paradigms to interpret some of these far-reaching developments in financial distress
of systemic nature.
Investment Valuation
Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book
Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book (2019 Edition)
Leading Lawyers on Debtor/creditor Relations, Litigation Issues, and Bankruptcy Proceedings
EBOOK: Corporate Finance, 4e
Chapter 11, Corporate Governance and the Role of Examiners
A comprehensive look at the enormous growth and evolution ofdistressed debt, corporate bankruptcy, and credit risk default This Third Edition of the most authoritative finance bookon the topic updates and expands its discussion of corporatedistress and bankruptcy, as well as the related markets dealingwith high-yield and distressed debt, and offers state-of-the-artanalysis and research
on the costs of bankruptcy, credit defaultprediction, the post-emergence period performance of bankruptfirms, and more.
A sophisticated "how to" for owners of troubled companies who want to salvage as much of their equity as possible in the face of daunting foes.
An updated look at how corporate restructuring really works Stuart Gilson is one of the leading corporate restructuring experts in the United States, teaching thousands of students and consulting with numerous companies. Now, in the second edition of this bestselling book, Gilson returns to present new insight into corporate restructuring. Through real-world case studies that involve
some of the most prominent restructurings of the last ten years, and highlighting the increased role of hedge funds in distressed investing, you'll develop a better sense of the restructuring process and how it can truly create value. In addition to "classic" buyout and structuring case studies, this second edition includes coverage of Delphi, General Motors, the Finova Group and Warren
Buffett, Kmart and Sears, Adelphia Communications, Seagate Technology, Dupont-Conoco, and even the Eurotunnel debt restructuring. Covers corporate bankruptcy reorganization, debt workouts, "vulture" investing, equity spin-offs, asset divestitures, and much more Addresses the effect of employee layoffs and corporate downsizing Examines how companies allocate value and when a
corporation should "pull the trigger" From hedge funds to financial fraud to subprime busts, this second edition offers a rare look at some of the most innovative and controversial restructurings ever.
A comprehensive look at the enormous growth and evolution of distressed debt markets, corporate bankruptcy, and credit risk models This Fourth Edition of the most authoritative finance book on the topic updates and expands its discussion of financial distress and bankruptcy, as well as the related topics dealing with leveraged finance, high-yield, and distressed debt markets. It offers
state-of-the-art analysis and research on U.S. and international restructurings, applications of distress prediction models in financial and managerial markets, bankruptcy costs, restructuring outcomes, and more.
Strategies for Speculative Investors
Case Studies in Bankruptcies, Buyouts, and Breakups
Corporate Financial Distress, Restructuring, and Bankruptcy
Analyze Leveraged Finance, Distressed Debt, and Bankruptcy
The Origins and Legacy of Enron's Collapse
Cost of Financial Distress Model for JSE Listed Companies

Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book provides a broad overview of topics relating to financially distressed companies, presented in question-and-answer format. It is intended to be an easy reference with respect to issues for the management of a company finding
itself in financial distress, a vendor or other creditor trying to manage its exposure or understand a bankruptcy process, or a nonbankruptcy lawyer needing a description of the legal concepts relevant to distressed companies. The book provides answers detailed enough to
provide a working understanding of concepts, and relevant statutory and case law cites to facilitate any necessary further research. Examples and practice tips help illustrate concepts and provide practical guidance. Topics discussed include: - The roles and fiduciary
duties of directors and management in distress situations;- Rights and limitations of creditors in dealing with companies in distress and in bankruptcy;- Concepts and considerations relating to out-of-court restructurings;- Cross-border reorganizations and issues in
international restructurings;- Key concepts in U.S. bankruptcy cases;- Illustrative timelines to help guide strategic planning; and- Practice and cautionary tips to provide guidance on issues such as how to recognize financial distress, when the securities laws might
require disclosure, and what actions a creditor may take to protect its rights or limit its exposure.
A father and son team of consultants draws from 25 years of turnaround management--helping financially troubled businesses achieve maximum value--to offer strategies to potential lenders, purchasers, consultants, and coaches of troubled businesses. Eighteen chapters set
forth the author's conceptual approach, discuss the challenges and pitfalls tha
How should firms decide whether and when to invest in new capital equipment, additions to their workforce, or the development of new products? Why have traditional economic models of investment failed to explain the behavior of investment spending in the United States and
other countries? In this book, Avinash Dixit and Robert Pindyck provide the first detailed exposition of a new theoretical approach to the capital investment decisions of firms, stressing the irreversibility of most investment decisions, and the ongoing uncertainty of the
economic environment in which these decisions are made. In so doing, they answer important questions about investment decisions and the behavior of investment spending. This new approach to investment recognizes the option value of waiting for better (but never complete)
information. It exploits an analogy with the theory of options in financial markets, which permits a much richer dynamic framework than was possible with the traditional theory of investment. The authors present the new theory in a clear and systematic way, and
consolidate, synthesize, and extend the various strands of research that have come out of the theory. Their book shows the importance of the theory for understanding investment behavior of firms; develops the implications of this theory for industry dynamics and for
government policy concerning investment; and shows how the theory can be applied to specific industries and to a wide variety of business problems.
Filing for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy is an essential guide and overview for officers and directors of a financially distressed company. Written by an internationally-recognized and respected corporate bankruptcy attorney, this essential primer on Chapter 11 preparation
discusses the planning aspects of a corporate Chapter 11 case. This easy-to-read guide highlights what management needs to know about considering the Chapter 11 option and the work streams and advisory teams that need to be assembled in order to prepare for an orderly
chapter 11 case. Is Chapter 11 appropriate for your company? What are the key work streams involved in preparing for Chapter 11? What are your duties as a director or officer of a distressed company? Filing for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy can help you answer these questions,
provide you with insights regarding the gathering and organizing of relevant documents, and direct you in assembling an appropriate advisory team. After reading this primer, you will be an informed and educated client, prepared to tackle the challenges of your company's
Chapter 11 case with confidence. Most importantly, you will be prepared to work effectively and knowledgably with your legal counsel and financial advisor to assist you with the consideration and preparation of your company's Chapter 11 case. Book jacket.
A Critical Review of Previous Research and Further Empirical Evidence
International Trends and Local Experience
Investment under Uncertainty
Distressed Debt Analysis
Damodaran on Valuation
Creating Value Through Corporate Restructuring
'Distressed Debt Analysis' is an essential reference for anyone involved in the valuation, bankruptcy, or restructuring of US-domiciled businesses.
"A detailed look at the discipline of modern distressed investing. Investing in distressed securities/financially troubled credits is an approach that contains both great risk and opportunity. Occurrences from the recent credit crisis have changed this playing field immensely, not so much in terms of actual laws being revised but in the government's larger role. What are the repercussions of the crisis and its bailouts on lending to
financially troubled companies? Do the same approaches that have been used for over sixty years still hold true or have some of the rules changed? The Art of Vulture Investing will answer these, and many other, important questions. An expert in the field distressed investing, author George Schultze understands the risks and opportunities of investing in financially troubled companies, especially in the wake of a shaken credit
industry and sizeable government bailouts. Now, in The Art of Vulture Investing, he shares his extensive insights and expertise with you. Throughout this book, he skillfully discusses distressed security investing theory and strategy, while presenting current examples in order to reveal how the landscape has changed in recent years. Offers valuable information on post-financial crisis distressed security investing Examines the
opportunities and dilemmas of the modern portfolio manager who invests in distressed securities Includes in-depth case studies of Chrysler and Tropicana If you're looking to enhance your understanding of the distressed investing discipline, this book is the best place to start"-Kaufman and Owsley discuss the restructuring of companies that are in financial distress, in terms of key players and advisors, strategies, equity and enterprise valuation, debt capacity, fraudulent conveyance, maintaining the status quo, third party options, and internal plans of reorganization. The book is aimed at attorneys, accountants, crisis
This is the long-awaited second edition of this highly regarded comparative overview of corporate law. This edition has been comprehensively updated to reflect profound changes in corporate law. It now includes consideration of additional matters such as the highly topical issue of enforcement in corporate law, and explores the continued convergence of corporate law across jurisdictions. The authors start from the premise that
corporate (or company) law across jurisdictions addresses the same three basic agency problems: (1) the opportunism of managers vis-à-vis shareholders; (2) the opportunism of controlling shareholders vis-à-vis minority shareholders; and (3) the opportunism of shareholders as a class vis-à-vis other corporate constituencies, such as corporate creditors and employees. Every jurisdiction must address these problems in a variety
of contexts, framed by the corporation's internal dynamics and its interactions with the product, labor, capital, and takeover markets. The authors' central claim, however, is that corporate (or company) forms are fundamentally similar and that, to a surprising degree, jurisdictions pick from among the same handful of legal strategies to address the three basic agency issues. This book explains in detail how (and why) the principal
European jurisdictions, Japan, and the United States sometimes select identical legal strategies to address a given corporate law problem, and sometimes make divergent choices. After an introductory discussion of agency issues and legal strategies, the book addresses the basic governance structure of the corporation, including the powers of the board of directors and the shareholders meeting. It proceeds to creditor protection
measures, related-party transactions, and fundamental corporate actions such as mergers and charter amendments. Finally, it concludes with an examination of friendly acquisitions, hostile takeovers, and the regulation of the capital markets.
Allocating the Price of Process in Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Financial Statement Analysis and the Prediction of Financial Distress
Filing for Chapter 11 Bankruptcy
Predict and Avoid Bankruptcy, Analyze and Invest in Distressed Debt
Capital Structure and Corporate Financing Decisions
Ice Cube Bonds

This unique real estate manual tells you how to identify opportunities in distressed real estate, how to avoid the crisis, & how to survive when you are in one. His first book, "How to Turn Around a Financially Troubled Company," was selected as one of the ten best business books by the Library Journal. The book, which is a bible in the workout field, resulted in Mr. Kibel's receipt of the National Award of Excellence from President Reagan at a White House
ceremony. Here are just a few questions this book answers: Where is the real estate market headed? How can I dramatically improve my returns by investing in distressed situations? Why do investments fail? How can I restructure a problem loan? How do I buy time to solve a problem? What if the worst happens? What are the major considerations in bankruptcy? In foreclosure? How do I handle creditors, lenders, stockholders, management? Why do I need
an organized program for survival & what must it include? (Learn about the SMART program). How do I prevent problems in the first place? For further info. call: (213) 829-0255 or FAX (213) 453-6324; KIBEL, GREEN INC., 2001 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 420, Santa Monica, CA 90403.
In a typical "phoenix syndrome" scenario, a small business entrepreneur who controls the financially distressed Company A registers Company B, to which the assets of Company A are transferred in what appears to be fraudulent conveyance. Company B serves as a vehicle through which the business is kept running, without the pressures of the business creditors. If necessary, the entrepreneur will also register Company C and repeat the process. The law
usually considers the execution of a "phoenix syndrome" scheme ("phoenixizing") to be fraud against Company A's unaware creditors. Two major problems undermine, however, the efficient regulation of "phoenix syndrome" schemes. First, although criminal sanctions are available, "phoenixizing" entrepreneurs are not regularly prosecuted and are usually only subject to monetary sanctions (e.g., personal civil liability to creditors). Since defrauders tend to
be judgment proof, the result is sub-optimal deterrence. Second, lawmakers have not considered a more sympathetic explanation to account for the "phoenix syndrome" phenomenon: an entrepreneur resorting to a "phoenix syndrome” scheme might actually be arranging for a last-resort "home-made" bankruptcy proceeding, i.e., the entrepreneur might be mimicking the role of a formal bankruptcy stay on unsecured creditors' collection efforts, against
the background of a cost prohibitive formal bankruptcy proceeding. Put simply, the "phoenix syndrome" scheme is, occasionally, "a poor man's" bankruptcy proceeding. Deterring a "phoenixizing" entrepreneur attempting to rescue a viable business is, of course, unwarranted, as the result is viable businesses being lost. These two problems of under- and over-deterrence mandate a re-evaluation of the manner in which "phoenix syndrome" schemes are
regulated. Obviously, the main question concerns implementation: How can "good" entrepreneurs, attempting to rescue a viable business, be separated from "bad" ones, who attempt to defraud or to rescue a non-viable business? The paper discusses and evaluates several solutions.
"A Wiley-Interscience publication."Includes index. Bibliography: p. 355-361.
Valuation is a topic that is extensively covered in business degree programs throughout the country. Damodaran's revisions to "Investment Valuation" are an addition to the needs of these programs.
The Financial Restructuring of a Company in Financial Distress
Early Warning Indicators of Corporate Failure
The Secrets to Construction Business Success
The Anatomy of Corporate Law
A Case of South Africa
Theory, Evidence, and Practice
"Aswath Damodaran is simply the best valuation teacher around. If you are interested in the theory or practice of valuation, you should have Damodaran on Valuation on your bookshelf. You can bet that I do." -- Michael J. Mauboussin, Chief Investment Strategist, Legg Mason Capital Management and author of More Than You Know: Finding Financial Wisdom in Unconventional Places In order to be a successful CEO, corporate strategist, or analyst, understanding the valuation process is a
necessity. The second edition of Damodaran on Valuation stands out as the most reliable book for answering many of today?s critical valuation questions. Completely revised and updated, this edition is the ideal book on valuation for CEOs and corporate strategists. You'll gain an understanding of the vitality of today?s valuation models and develop the acumen needed for the most complex and subtle valuation scenarios you will face.
Financial Statement Analysis and the Prediction of Financial Distress discusses the evolution of three main streams within the financial distress prediction literature: the set of dependent and explanatory variables used, the statistical methods of estimation, and the modeling of financial distress. Section 1 discusses concepts of financial distress. Section 2 discusses theories regarding the use of financial ratios as predictors of financial distress. Section 3 contains a brief review of the literature. Section 4
discusses the use of market price-based models of financial distress. Section 5 develops the statistical methods for empirical estimation of the probability of financial distress. Section 6 discusses the major empirical findings with respect to prediction of financial distress. Section 7 briefly summarizes some of the more relevant literature with respect to bond ratings. Section 8 presents some suggestions for future research and Section 9 presents concluding remarks.
This book provides an in-depth analysis of 4 economically significant Asian jurisdictions: Mainland China, India, Hong Kong and Singapore. These jurisdictions have recently either reformed – or are considering reforming – their corporate restructuring laws to promote regimes conducive to restructuring financially distressed, but otherwise economically viable, companies. Mainland China, India, Hong Kong and Singapore continue to adhere to a framework that requires the court's final
approval but draw references from Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code 1978 in the United States and/or the schemes of arrangement in the United Kingdom. However, the institutional and market structures are very different in Asia; in particular, Asia has a far higher concentration in shareholdings among listed firms, including holdings by families and the state, and a different composition of creditors. The book explains how, notwithstanding the legal transplantation, corporate restructuring
laws in these Asian jurisdictions have adapted and evolved due to the frictions in shareholder-creditor and creditor-creditor relationships, and the role of the state in resolving non-performing loans and financial distress of state-owned enterprises which are listed, or which issue public debt. The study argues that any reforms must go beyond professionalising the insolvency professionals and the judiciary but must be designed to address fundamental issues of corporate governance, bank
regulation and enforcing non-bankruptcy rules. It offers invaluable insights for academics and policy makers alike.
Master's Thesis from the year 2018 in the subject Business economics - Business Management, Corporate Governance, grade: 5.00 (very good), Josip Juraj Strossmayer University of Osijek (Faculty of Economics in Osijek), language: English, abstract: Every company has a unique life cycle. Throughout the life cycle, companies are tracking successes and failures, depending on the various factors that affect their business. Situations such as financial distress, idleness, or bankruptcy represent the
fundamental levels of a company's life cycle. The purpose of the paper is to present the financial restructuring of the company in business problems on the example of the Agrokor Group. This paper describes the operations of the Agrokor Group from 2007 to 2017, ie it is divided into business analysis prior to the extraordinary administration and in the procedure of extraordinary administration. The characteristics of Agrokor Group's operations prior to extraordinary administration are: low
liquidity and negative working capital over the observed period, extended payment of obligations to suppliers ranging from 110 to 211 days, ie 156 days on average, increased indebtedness and high indebtedness and insolvency in 2016, solid Group's activity ratios, positive profitability by 2015. With the advent of extraordinary administration, inappropriate corporate governance has been identified, and audit results show that accounting irregularities and potential illegal actions have been
identified. Claims recognized amounted to HRK 31.04 b illion, while disputed claims amounted to HRK 10.4 b illio n. The Group has a financial arrangement of EUR 1.06 billion with super senior status. In addition, the complex structure of claims is emphasized. Bearing in mind all the above, the Group's financial restructuring is possible with the new corporate structure, the new capital structure, the allocation of financial instruments to stakeholders. Returns to creditors should be defined by
the entit
The Art of Vulture Investing
Corporate Financial Distress
Corporate Financial Distress and Bankruptcy
An Integrated Approach to Process, Tools, Cases, and Solutions
Tools and Techniques for Determining the Value of Any Asset
Financially Distressed Companies Answer Book, 2022

The idea behind the study was to answer the question: how costly is financial distress and what is an appropriate model in quantifying these costs for JSE listed entities? The objective was to find a sample of companies that were purely financially distressed on the bases of interest coverage and then to follow those through the resolution of the distress, to see what happened to them and to quantify how costly those factors were.
The analysis was conducted through a robust regression exercise and a time series investigation. Quality control was done through outlier investigations and Benford law distribution to determine human influence on the financial statements. It was found that the average costs of financial distress for JSE listed companies is approximately 16.7% market value per annum. The South African appropriate model for JSE listed
companies resulted in the cost of financial distress being inversely related to the change in investment policy, holding of liquid assets, size of an entity and Tobin's Q ratio, but directly related to the economic effect, probability of financial distress and change in employment policy.
With a daunting industry-wide business failure rate, construction professionals need to manage risk and finances as effectively as they manage projects and people. The Secrets to Construction Business Success empowers contractors and other professionals to defy the long odds threatening their stability, growth, and very survival. Drawing on the authors’ more than eight decades of combined experience turning around
failing firms, this book provides a masterclass in structuring, managing, and futureproofing a construction business. Chapters on measuring and responding to dips in revenue equip executives to recognize and respond to the warning signs of financial distress while chapters on succession planning ensure that organizations survive their founders’ departures. Sample documents and tools developed for the authors’
consulting practice offer field-tested solutions to organizational structure, forecasting, and accounting challenges. A steady source of guidance in an industry with few constants, The Secrets to Construction Business Success makes an invaluable addition to any industry leader’s library.
Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Settlements and Negotiations is an authoritative, insider?s perspective on best practices for dealing with financially distressed companies. Featuring partners from some of the nation?s leading law firms, these experts guide the reader through the intricacies of bankruptcy and financial restructuring, from both a creditor's and debtor's perspective, detailing the various solutions and
forums available to each party. These top lawyers give tips on negotiating, arriving at a settlement, and avoiding litigation, while outlining the federal and state laws that govern both in-court and out-of-court proceedings. The authors cover key topics such as: strategies for restructuring a balance sheet; methods of reducing debt and increasing capital; alternative solutions for paying off debt, such as liquidating assets and
offering stock options; and valuable tips for educating creditors on their legal rights and options for collecting outstanding debts. Additionally, these leaders reveal their strategies for planning defensively, keeping abreast of change, and finding creative solutions in a variable area of law. The different niches represented and the breadth of perspectives presented enable readers to get inside some of the great legal minds of today
as these experienced lawyers offer up their thoughts around the keys to success within this challenging area of law.Chapters include:1. Peter C. Blain, Partner and Head of Bankruptcy and Creditors? Rights Practice Group, Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren SC - "Steps to Helping the Client Define and Achieve Their Objective"2. Timothy F. Nixon, Shareholder, Godfrey & Kahn SC - "Staying in the Room When the Pin Has
Been Pulled: Psychology and Strategy for Working with Financially Distressed Companies"3. John Burns, Partner, Baker & Daniels - "The Business Bankruptcy Process: Maximizing the Value of a Going Concern"4. Andrea Dobin, Shareholder and Director, Sterns & Weinroth - "Crafting an Agreement to Satisfy All Parties Involved"5. Patricia B. Fugee, Esq., Partner, Roetzel & Andress - "Getting and Keeping What Is Yours
Without Burning Bridges"6. Michael Jankowski, Shareholder, Reinhart Boerner Van Deuren SC - "Keys to Success in Negotiation and Other Aspects of Bankruptcy Law"7. Jeffrey M. Sherman, Shareholder, Hall Estill Hardwick Gable Golden & Nelson PC - "From Insurers to Trustees: Offering Representation that Adds Value"Appendices:1. Appendix A: Forbearance Agreement 2. Appendix B: Composition and Extension
Agreement 3. Appendix C: Accommodation Agreement 4. Appendix D: Plan of Restructuring 5. Appendix E: Plan of Liquidation 6. Appendix F: Plan of Restructuring for Debtor 7. Appendix G: Forbearance Agreement 8. Appendix H: Plan of Reorganization 9. Appendix I: Motion for Approval of Sale 10. Appendix J: Equity Security Holders Committee Memorandum 11. Appendix K: Bankruptcy Preference Demand
Letter 12. Appendix L: New Value Analysis 13. Appendix M: Letter Regarding Preferential Payment 14. Appendix N: Letter Regarding Request for Documents 15. Appendix O: Reclamation Demand and Notice for Filing 16. Appendix P: Motion and Order Regarding Reclamation Rights 17. Appendix Q: Motion and Order for Essential Vendor Payments
The debtor-in-possession model causes major corporate governance problems because the debtor's management has huge incentives to favor some parties over others before or in bankruptcy, e.g. through fraudulent conveyances or preference transfers. Control mechanisms, conversely, are weak. For instance, creditors' committees are often not appointed, ineffective or conflicted. The bankruptcy court has, however, a
strong instrument to detect and undo wrongdoing: the appointment of examiners. They can help to overcome many of these problems because they can neutrally investigate all potential violations of the law. On the other side, their appointment also has downsides, e.g. fees, potential delays, and disruptions in reorganization. Hence, the critical question is how courts can assess whether or not to appoint an examiner. There is
no easy answer because the courts have little insight into the debtor's circumstances. To overcome this information asymmetry problem, I propose the appointment of preliminary examiners. They should be appointed in a majority of Chapter 11 bankruptcy cases. They would conduct a summary investigation to detect potential violations of the law and report their findings to the bankruptcy court. On that basis, the court
could make a more informed decision on the initial question of whether to appoint an ordinary examiner and, further, on the scope of her mandate. The main advantage compared to traditional examiners would be the substantially lower costs. This reform proposal would not only help to enrich the estate in the individual case but would also deter wrongdoing in the future. It hence can be understood as a tool to improve
corporate governance in financially distressed or bankrupt companies.
Law and Policy
A Practical Guide to Bankruptcy Valuation
A Survey
What You Need to Know
Small Business Financial Distress and the 'Phoenix Syndrome' -- A Re-Evaluation
Adventures in Distressed Securities Management
Provides a broad overview of topics relating to financially distressed companies. It is intended to be an easy reference with respect to issues for the management of a company finding itself in financial distress, a vendor or other creditor trying to manage its exposure or understand a bankruptcy process, or a non-bankruptcy lawyer needing a description of the legal concepts relevant to distressed companies. The book provides answers detailed enough to provide a working understanding of
concepts, and relevant statutory and case law cites to facilitate any necessary further reading. Examples and practice tips help illustrate concepts and provide practical guidance.
Bankruptcy prediction is one of the most important research areas in corporate finance. Bankruptcies are an indispensable element of the functioning of the market economy, and at the same time generate significant losses for stakeholders. Hence, this book was established to collect the results of research on the latest trends in predicting the bankruptcy of enterprises. It suggests models developed for different countries using both traditional and more advanced methods. Problems connected
with predicting bankruptcy during periods of prosperity and recession, the selection of appropriate explanatory variables, as well as the dynamization of models are presented. The reliability of financial data and the validity of the audit are also referenced. Thus, I hope that this book will inspire you to undertake new research in the field of forecasting the risk of bankruptcy.
EBOOK: Corporate Finance, 4e
In contrast to the time-line narratives of previous books on Enron that offer interesting but largely unsystematic insight into individual actions and organizational processes, Innovation Corrupted pursues a more methodical analysis of the causes and lessons of Enron's collapse.
Crafting Solutions for Troubled Businesses
Equity Holders Under Siege
Security Analysis for Investment and Corporate Finance
To the Abyss and Back
Bankruptcy and Financial Restructuring Settlements and Negotiations
Innovation Corrupted
Financially-distressed companies can melt like ice cubes. In Chrysler's Chapter 11 bankruptcy, the finding that the debtor was losing $100,000,000 per day justified the hurry-up sale of the company to Fiat. This assertion - that the firm is a rapidly wasting asset - is frequently offered, and accepted, in support of quick sales under section 363(b) of the Bankruptcy Code. This raises a policy question: is this speed and streamlined process a “bug” or “feature?” Do these hurry-up going-concern
sales create a speed premium and maximize value for the bankruptcy estate, or do they facilitate collusive deals between incumbent managers, senior creditors and potential purchasers? The answer is, “a little bit of both.” It is, therefore, crucial to distinguish between sales where the court and parties have good information about the value of the company and the costs of delay, from those in which melting ice cube leverage is used to exploit information asymmetries and to lock-in a favored
deal. To accomplish this sorting and reduce transactional leverage, we seek to allocate the increased risks of foregone process to the beneficiaries of the sale. We propose that a reserve - the Ice Cube Bond - be set aside at the time of sale to preserve any potential disputes about valuation and priority for resolution after the sale has closed. This approach retains expedited section 363 sales as a useful way to quiet title in complex assets and preserve value, while preserving the opportunities for
negotiation and adjudication contemplated by the Bankruptcy Code.
Published in 1997, this text focuses on the conundrum between the academics ability to distinguish between failing and non-failing businesses with models of over 85.5per cent accuracy, and the reasons why credit agencies and the like do not act on such information. The author asks, are the models defective?
Mergers, Acquisitions, and Other Restructuring Activities
A Complete Guide to Predicting, Avoiding, and Dealing with Bankruptcy
Distressed Investment Banking
How to Turn Around Financially Troubled Real Estate
Corporate Bankruptcy Prediction
A Comparative and Functional Approach
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